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Learning About Structure Using Spartan 
 
1. Build, minimize, and submit geometry and surface calculations at the 3-21G level 
for the following four molecules methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4), and 
acetylene (C2H2). (Procedure: select New from the File menu, and build the 
molecule. Open the Surfaces dialog in the Setup menu, click Add in the Surfaces 
dialog, and set Surface to “density”, and Property to “potential”; then use the 
default “Equilibrium Geometry”, “Hartree-Fock/3-21G” setting in the Calculations 
dialog, and click Submit.) Save the molecule files for future reference. 
 
a. What is the H–C–H bond angle in methane?  
 
b. What is the H–C–H bond angle in ethane? What is the H–C–C bond angle in 
ethane? Why are the H–C–H and H–C–C bond angles in ethane slightly different? 
Why are the ethane bond angles different from the H–C–H bond angle in methane? 
 
c. What is the greatest H–C–C–H dihedral angle you can find in ethane? What is 
the next largest? What is the smallest? 
 
d. How do you expect the carbon-carbon (C–C) bond lengths to compare for 
ethane, ethylene, and acetylene? Please explain what you expect to observe, 
and why you expect this. 
 
e. What are the C–C bond lengths in ethane, ethylene, and acetylene? Did your 
computational experiment yield results consistent with your hypothesis in 1d? Why 
do the C–C bonds differ in length among these three molecules? 
 
f. How do you expect the carbon-hydrogen (C–H) bond lengths to compare for 
ethane, ethylene, and acetylene? Please explain what you expect to observe, 
and why you expect this. 
 
g. What are the C–H bond lengths in ethane, ethylene, and acetylene? Did your 
computational experiment yield results consistent with your hypothesis in 1f? Why 
do the C–H bonds differ in length among these three molecules? 
 
h. Display the three two-carbon molecule surfaces, with the property of potential 
mapped onto the surface density. Visually compare the surfaces. Which molecule 
has the greatest partial positive charge near its hydrogens? (For visual comparison, 
set identical property range values each molecule by clicking on the surface, 
selecting Properties from the Display menu, and then changing the range. To 
change the range, type a new value in each of the boxes, and press Enter. You can 
read the value at any point on the surface by clicking and reading the value listed in 
the Surface Properties dialog.)18 What is the largest positive potential you can 

                                            
18Note that the surface property value corresponds to the electrostatic interaction energy in kJ/mol 
(or kcal/mol if you have an older version of Spartan) experienced by a positive test charge; these 
values are related to, but not equal to, electronic charge. Note also that changing the property range 
does not change the values given in the Surface Properties dialog. 
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find in each molecule? 
 
Where is the greatest negative potential in each molecule? 
What conclusions can you draw about sp3, sp2, and sp hybridization from the above 
observations?  
 
i. Try to sketch each of the four molecules in your report, showing the relative 
positions of the atoms and the bond angles as accurately as possible. (Alternatively, 
you may arrange the molecules on your computer screen, select Copy, and then 
Paste into a Word document. If you do this, you may wish to save toner by setting 
the background color to white; to do this select Colors in the Options menu.) 
 
 
2. Build, minimize, and submit Hartree-Fock 3-21G equilibrium geometry and 
surface (set Surface to “density”, and Property to “potential”) calculations for the 
following four molecules: HF, H2O, NH3, and BH3 
 
a. Arrange these molecules and methane (from problem 1) in order of increasing 
dipole moment. Show the direction and give the magnitude of the dipole moment (µ) 
in debye (D) for each molecule. (To obtain the dipole vector and magnitude, click on 
Dipole in the Molecule Properties dialog.) 
 
b. Display the five molecules on one screen with the property of potential mapped 
onto the surface density. Make the surface density transparent. Compare these 
surface densities (which are actually calculated electron cloud probability functions) 
with the space filling models (to get a space filling model, select Space Filling from 
the Model menu). What do you observe about the relative geometries of the space 
filling models and the electron densities for each molecule? 
 
c. Display the five molecules on one screen with the property of potential mapped 
onto the surface density. (Use the directions in 1h to set the color range to the same 
scale for all molecules.) 
Which molecule has the greatest partial negative charge? Which atom is it on?  
Which molecule has the greatest partial positive charge? Which atom is it on?  
 
d. In the Surfaces dialog, uncheck the density. Click on the different atoms in each 
molecule. (Alternatively, select Configure from the Model menu, and click on 
Electrostatic Charge in the Configure dialog.) Which molecule has an atom with 
the greatest partial negative charge? Which atom is it on?  
Which molecule has an atom with the greatest partial positive charge? Which atom 
is it on?  
Do your measurements of Charge match those of electrostatic potential from the 
surface density? 
 
 
3. Build nitric acid (HNO3) and nitrate ion (NO3

-) in Spartan. You will need to 
delete the free undesired valence(s) (the yellow virtual bonds) using the Delete tool. 
After building the anionic nitrate, indicate that the Total Charge is Anion in the 
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Calculations dialog. Perform Hartree-Fock 3-21G Equilibrium Geometry 
calculations. 
 
a. Draw the most stable Lewis structure(s) for nitric acid (HNO3). What do you 
predict about the bond lengths of the N-O bonds?  
 
b. Construct a table that contains your predicted formal charges on each atom in 
nitric acid and nitrate. Include in the table the charges present on each atom as 
calculated by Spartan. (The calculated charges are listed in the Properties dialog, 
or can be shown on the screen using the Configure dialog.) Do the Spartan 
calculated charges match the formal charges for the corresponding structure? Why?  
 
c. Measure the N-O bond lengths for nitric acid. Do the relative bond lengths match 
what you predict from resonance theory? Why? (In other words, what did you 
predict, and if the values were different, what caused the difference?) 
 
d. Measure the N-O bond lengths for nitrate. Do the relative bond lengths match 
what you predict from resonance theory? Why? (In other words, what did you 
predict, and if the value were different, what caused the difference?) 
 
 
4. In Spartan, energy calculations are most useful for comparing different 
molecules. One method for performing comparisons is to perform a simulated 
reaction, in which the reactants and products have the same number of each type of 
atom. Procedure: Close all of your molecule files. Build a hydrogen molecule (H2), 
and perform Hartree-Fock 3-21G Equilibrium Geometry calculations. Select 
Append Molecule(s) in the File menu, and select the ethane, ethylene, and 
acetylene molecules you built previously. Select Reactions in the Display menu, 
change “Use” to Current Document, and use the dialog to set up the reaction 
between hydrogen and ethylene to give ethane. Repeat the process for reacting 
hydrogen and acetylene to give ethane. In a well-constructed table, compare the 
hydrogenation reaction energies. Based on your results, which molecule (ethane, 
ethylene, or acetylene) is most stable? Which is least stable?  
 
5. Spartan can show atomic orbitals. Build a fluorine atom (select fluorine, and then 
use the Delete tool from the tool bar to remove the free valence). To add orbitals, 
click Add in the Surfaces dialog, and add the HOMO, HOMO (-1), HOMO (-2), 
HOMO (-3) and HOMO (-4) surfaces19. A fluorine atom has an unpaired electron; 
therefore, change the number of Unpaired Electrons to “One” in the 
Calculations dialog box. Submit the fluorine atom for Hartree-Fock 3-21G 
calculations.  
Look at each of the orbitals (i.e. HOMO and HOMO (-1 to -4). What kind of atomic 
orbital is each one? How do you know? 
 

                                            
19 Note that HOMO is the abbreviation for “Highest (energy) Occupied Molecular Orbital”; in 
Spartan, HOMO (-1) means the orbital that is next highest in energy. If you build a single atom, the 
orbitals are really “atomic orbitals”, but Spartan still calls them “molecular orbitals”. 


